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QUESTION 1

According to NetApp, which two scenarios are recommended for a RAID-DP aggregate in clustered Data ONTAP 8.3?
(Choose two.) 

A. three or more disks if it is a data aggregate 

B. three or more disks if it is a root aggregate 

C. two or more disks if it is a root aggregate 

D. five or more disks if it is a data aggregate 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: The minimum number of disks in a RAID-DP group is three: at least one data disk, one regular parity disk,
and one double-parity (dParity) disk. However, for non-root aggregates with only one RAID group, you must have at
least 5 disks (three data disks and two parity disks). 

Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3, Physical Storage Management Guide, page 108 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP1636022 

 

QUESTION 2

A remote administrator is connecting to a cluster from a different remote network. 

According to NetApp best practices, which type of LIF routing is required to accomplish this task? 

A. cluster LIF 

B. data LIF 

C. cluster management LIF 

D. intercluster LIF 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Data ONTAP services may initiate network connections from a node in the cluster. For example:
AutoSupport, SNMP, time synchronization, and syslog. When a Node Management interface is configured and
available, it is preferred for these connections. When Data ONTAP contacts name services like Active Directory, NIS,
DNS, or LDAP, it prefers to initiate these connections from Data or SVM Management interfaces belonging to the
Storage Virtual Machine (SVM). Note: A LIF role determines the kind of traffic that is supported over the LIF, along with
the failover rules that apply and the firewall restrictions that are in place. The five LIF roles are: 

* 

Cluster-management LIF 

* 

Node-management LIF 
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* 

Cluster LIF 

* 

Data LIF 

* 

Intercluster LIF 

Reference: What LIF roles does clustered Data ONTAP use to establish connections to remote servers? 

https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=contentandid=3012724andlocale=en_US 

 

QUESTION 3

You are preparing to install a new 4-node cluster for your customer. They want to use NetApp CN1610 cluster switches
that they previously purchased. 

Which software must be downloaded to ensure that you are well prepared for this installation? 

A. You must download CN1610 firmware and RCF files compatible with the clustered Data ONTAP version that your
customer wants to use. 

B. You must download the Cisco configuration files compatible with the clustered Data ONTAP version that your
customer wants to use. 

C. You must download ATTO Fibre Bridge firmware. 

D. You must download the System Setup tool. 

Correct Answer: A 

Note: The following conditions must exist before installing the FASTPATH software and reference configuration file
(RCF) on a NetApp CN16xx cluster switch: 

* The cluster must be a fully functioning cluster. Etc. 

Reference: Installing FASTPATH software and RCF files on NetApp Cluster switches, page 1 https://
library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP11694144 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer wants you to add a disk shelf that contains SSDs so they can implement Flash Pool. 

Which three tools would you use to complete this task? (Choose three.) 

A. Use the My AutoSupport tool to ensure that Flash pool is licensed. 

B. Use Hardware Universe to ensure that you would not exceed the maximum drive count. 
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C. Use Hardware Universe to ensure that you would not exceed the maximum cache for the system. 

D. Use the My AutoSupport tool to see if there is a Flash Cache card installed. 

E. Use Config Builder to verify the shelves can be added. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Explanation: The Hardware Universe (HWU) application is NetApp\\'s system configuration solution, replacing the
System Configuration Guides. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer received an HA pair of FAS8040 nodes with two half-populated disk shelves which they want to add to
their cluster. When you arrive to add the nodes to their cluster, the customer informs you that they have 24 NSE drives
that they want to use to fully populate two of the disk shelves. 

What should you do in this scenario? 

A. Change the boot variable bootarg.strorageencryption.support to false. 

B. Move all the NSE disks into one shelf and all the hard disks into the other shelf before you install the new HA pair. 

C. Inform your customer that they cannot mix NSE drives and regular hard disks in a storage system. 

D. Comply with your customers request, and add the NSE drives before you add the nodes and disk shelves to their
cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: All disks in the storage system and optional attached disk shelves must have encryption functionality to be
able to use Storage Encryption. You cannot mix regular non-encrypting disks with self-encrypting disks. 

Note: NetApp Storage Encryption (NSE) is NetApp\\'s implementation of full-disk encryption (FDE) using 

self-encrypting drives from leading vendors. 

Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3, Physical Storage Management Guide 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP1636022 
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